Danse du Soleil
P R I V A T E

V I L L A

This stunning 5 bedroom villa meanders over the heights of Devé amidst tropical gardens and artisanal stone paths. It lays claim to a panoramic seascape and early risers can

LOCATION

Devé

BEDROOMS

5

BATHS

5

catch Instagram-worthy sunrises. The fully air-conditioned indoor living space includes a smart and comfortably appointed area designed for feet-up TV viewing, a dining area, and
a sleek galley-like kitchen with a breakfast island bar. It all opens to the view and a sunny bi-level deck with an extra-long heated pool banked with chaise lounges. A large
contemporary poolside gazebo is furnished for relaxing and dining and includes a wet bar and a BBQ – ideal for entertaining! A lovely patio opens off the rear of the living area.
Built-in banquettes and a waterfall make it retreat-like. A BBQ is conveniently located by the kitchen.
All bedrooms have en suite baths and TVs; (There is U.S. satellite and Apple TV.) four have French king beds; one has a king, convertible to twins. There is a conveniently located
guest bath. The master and a guest bedroom are on one side of the villa; each has its own terrace. An additional bedroom, on the opposite side, opens onto the deck. The fourth
and fifth bedrooms are housed in a separate bungalow that has a kitchenette and its own plunge pool. The clean-lined modern décor and neutral palette throughout is soothing and
combines for a Zen-like ambience. Danse du Soleil’s many special features include a massage pavilion and a well-equipped fitness room – both air-conditioned. Parking is ample.
...more at stbarth.com/villas/detail/DANSO
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